
 A true story:
 

A client's server suffered a catastrophic failure due to power fluctuations. Normally, this would cripple the staff
for weeks. Thanks to Focus Data Solutions' robust backup and disaster recovery system, our technicians swiftly
restored the server image from the backup device within 24 hours, ensuring uninterrupted productivity for the
staff. When the new server was installed a week later, the client's team was amazed as they had been unaware
of the server's downtime.
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Critical onsite and offsite cloud storage backup to
protect data from cyberthreats. 

Our state-of-the-art BUDR 
solution provides:

Full backups, incremental backups and differential
backups ensure backup redundancy.  

Encryption to secure backup data during transit and
rest to protect it from unauthorized access.

Continuous Data Protection, capturing and saving
data changes as they occur, providing near
instantaneous recovery.

Virtual Machine BUDR enabling efficient recover of
virtual machines and their data. 

Bare Metal Restore enables restorations of the entire
system, including the operating stem, applications,
and data onto a new machine in the event of a
hardware failure.  

Protects against critical data loss.

Minimizes downtime and maintains

business continuity.

Protects against cyber threats.

Fulfills compliance and legal

requirements. 

Builds customer trust and your

company's reputation. 

Why You Need a Backup and Disaster
Recovery Services (BUDR):

How does BUDR reduce my financial
exposure?
While the upfront cost may give pause,
our professional BUDR plan delivers
long term savings, as recovery expenses
from cyberattacks, data loss or system
failures far outweigh the investment in
preventative measures.

What makes Focus Data Solutions' BUDR the right choice? 
BUDR, the Focus Data Solutions way, is meticulously managed with daily oversight. Unlike passive
backup services, we never "set it and forget it." Our dedicated Proactive Team, consisting of BUDR and
security experts, conducts daily backup reviews, performs file recovery tests, and ensures you have a
complete and readily available backup at any given moment.
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